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olympics - teachingideas - sport and athletics were a very important part of ancient greek culture. many
local competitions were held and there were also four large events. athletics from ancient times to the
end of the 19th century - athletics from ancient times to the end of the 19th century roberto gesta de melo
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games, and in the more violent competitions of the gladiators ... ancient and modern olympics collaborative learning - from ancient greece. 1. put pupils into groups of about 4. 2. give each group one
copy of the venn diagram (best enlarged to a3) and one set of cards (either precut or for the pupils to cut up).
3. pupils sort out which cards belong in which parts of the venn. 5. using this information they can now jointly
fill in the grid/matrix either re using the cards or writing the information with any ... ancient greek athletics
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12 push the ball - primary resources - long jump start with both feet flat on the floor and toes touching the
line. jump as high and far as you can into one of the ladder rungs. the jump will be measured from the back of
the heel
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